Have Mass Offered Through FB Messenger
Request a Mass for Those Who Are Sick from COVID-19
Request a Mass for Those Who Have Died from COVID-19
Request a Mass for Nurses, Doctors, First Responders to COVID-19
Request a Mass for General Intentions
In these difficult days, when daily and Sunday Mass are not widely available, you can
send a Mass request for your intentions from your desktop computer or smartphone
through MISSIO USA ChatBot (MissioBot) via Facebook Messenger.

Helpful links to get started:


What is Facebook Messenger?

How do I download the Facebook Messenger app on my phone?


What is the MISSIO Chatbot?

A few years ago, we created a digital system whereby you could request a Mass of a
priest in the missions, and you would be told who the priest is, where he lives and when

he would celebrate Mass. The priest receives the intention that you input into the online
form. And you receive confirmation from the priest that Mass has been offered.
At this unforeseeable time when Mass is widely unavailable for the public, and many
people are looking for information and solace through the internet, we offer this system
as a way that might bring some comfort and unity to people through the celebration of
Holy Mass.
The Mass offering suggested is in line with custom everywhere and is familiar to those
who offer a Mass intention during less extraordinary times. These offerings provide vital
support for mission priests who minister in some of the poorest places in the world.
We have developed a safe digital pathway to connect people in this way and deepen the
experience of the Mass, while expanding access to the sacred tradition of a priest
offering Mass for a specific intention.
Prayers for healing and help for our world, especially in light of the Coronavirus.
– Father Andrew, OMI and Team MISSIO

